Characterization of dendritic cells in testicular draining lymph nodes in a rat model of experimental autoimmune orchitis.
The maturation state of dendritic cells (DC) is regarded as a control point for the induction of peripheral tolerance or autoimmunity. Experimental autoimmune orchitis (EAO) serves as a model to investigate inflammatory-based testicular impairment, which ranks as a significant cause of male infertility. This work aimed to determine whether DC enrichment occurs organotypically in testicular draining lymph nodes (TLN) compared with LN draining the site of immunization (ILN) and thus contributes to the pathogenesis of autoimmune orchitis. In this regard, we quantified and characterized the DC from TLN and ILN in rats with EAO. Flow cytometric analysis showed a significant increase in the percentage of DC (OX62+) only in TLN from EAO rats compared with normal (N) and adjuvant control (C) groups. The number of DC from ILN and TLN expressing CD80, CD86 and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II was comparable among N, C and experimental (E) groups at 30 and 50 days after the first immunization. However, TLN DC from EAO rats (50 days) showed an increase in mean fluorescence intensity for MHC II compared with N, C and E groups (30 days). The mRNA expression level of IL-10 and IL-12p35 was significantly upregulated in enriched DC fraction from TLN in EAO rats with no significant changes observed in ILN DC. The expression of IL-23p19 mRNA remained unchanged. Functional data, using proliferation assays showed that EAO-DC from TLN, but not from ILN, significantly enhanced the proliferation of naïve T cells compared with C-DC. In summary, our data suggest that the DC in TLN from orchitis rats are mature, present antigens to T cells and stimulate an autoimmune response against testicular antigens, thus causing immunological infertility.